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BASKETBALL COACH SIDELINES
LEVEL 1 ›› Week 1 Practice 

Welcome/ 
Pre-
Practice 
Huddle

Warm-Up
• Team Jump
• Parachute 

Jumps

Footwork Skill 
Development
• Red Light/Green 

Light

Ball Handling Skill 
Development
• Vision Tag
• Partner Vision 

Dribbling

Devotions Shooting Skill 
Development
• Teach shooting 

technique
• Partner Shooting
• Basket Form 

Shooting

Post-
Practice 
Huddle

:00–:05 :05–:10 :10–:20 :20–:30 :30–:38 :38–:53 :53–end

Welcome/Pre-Practice Huddle 
(3-5 minutes)
Welcome Players: 

 » Greet

 » Encourage

 » Enthuse and perhaps soothe (some players 
may be a little unsure of the situation)

Teach Rules - Practice Rules and Court Lines:

 » Cover the basics such as being on time, 
trying your best, and paying attention during 
instructions. 

 » Be open and ready to answer any questions 
players may have. 

 » Be positive and energetic as you interact with 
your players during this time.

 » Show them the out-of –bound lines, free throw, 
lane and half-court lines and explain their 
purposes.
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Warm-up (5 minutes)
JUMPING
Basketball is a game in which jumping is involved. 
Therefore, the best way to become a better 
jumper is to jump. Have the players spread out 
arm lengths apart.

Team Jumps 

 1. 15 jumping jacks. 

 2. Easy continuous jumping for 15 seconds

 3. Easy continuous jumping arms above head for 
15 seconds 

 4. Rest for 15 seconds

Option is to repeat this cycle again if desired.
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Ball-handling Skill Development 
(10 minutes)
VISION TAG: (working on players learning 
to see their teammates and the defense as 
they move about the court)

 » Restrict players to an area approximately 30’ x 30’

 » Instruct players to move freely about the grid

 » As players move around the coach will tag 
players within the grid. When a player is 
tagged they must freeze in place until all the 
other players call out their name.

PARTNER VISION DRIBBLING: 
 » Have the players partner up with one ball per pair

 » Have one of the pair take the ball and line up 
inside the grid. Have the other player stand 
outside the grid.

 » Instruct the players with the ball to move 
around the area while dribbling the ball, the 
coach will try to tag them. When they are 
tagged the players go and hand the ball to 
their partner and switch places with their 
partner.

Parachute Jumps

 » Players jump as high as they can and land 
on both feet in a balanced position (ready 
position)

 » Repeat 5 times

 » Leads into teaching today’s footwork skills 
focus 

Footwork Skill Development 
(10 minutes)
FOOTWORK LINE DRILL:  
RED LIGHT/GREEN LIGHT

 » Players form line on baseline or sideline – two 
players deep if space makes it necessary

 » No basketballs are needed 

 » Players will start on green light and stop on 
red light

 » Players should stop at each spot with jump 
stop and land in ready position

Proceed through the following progression:

 » Jog on green light; jump stop into ready 
position on red light

 » Skip on green light; jump stop into ready 
Position on red light

 » Hop on two-feet on green light; jump stop into 
ready position on red light

 » Back-pedal on green light; stop in ready 
position on red light

Ready position: Have players get into an athletic 
stance – feet shoulder width apart, arms, and legs 
bent, and weight shifted slightly forward on to the 
balls of their feet. 
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MID-PRACTICE HUDDLE
Devotion 1 

INSTRUCTIONS:
• Gather the players together and get them to 

sit in a circle. 

• Toss a basketball to a player and have them 
share their name and the place they would go 
if they could go anywhere in the world for a 
week.

• Be sure each player gets a turn to share.  

Once everyone has shared their name and where 
they would like to go, instruct players with the 
following:

We all have our favorite places to go.  But I 
wonder what you think about a few other places 
you’d like to go for a week.  I want you to give 
each a “thumbs up” if you like it, or a “thumbs 
down” if you don’t.  Ready?...

• The jungles of Brazil

• The trash dump

• The Swiss Alps

• The Chocolate Factory

• The Moon

• The South Pole

• The Caves of New Zealand

That was fun! Getting to know each other better is 
something that we’ll do a lot of this season. As a 
team, we’ll work hard to encourage one another to 
do our best at practices and games!

At the end of each game, we will focus on five 
important attributes. You will be recognized for 
one of these attributes through your actions, 
attitude, and words during the game.

• The first attribute is EFFORT: What does it 
mean to show effort? It means working hard 
to try your best at all times.

• Next is SPORTSMANSHIP: What does it mean 
to show sportsmanship? It means treating the 
people you play with and against the same 
way you want to be treated. You show respect 
for yourself, your teammates, opponents, 
the referees and the coach. You play fair and 
follow the rules.

• The third attribute is OFFENSE: What should 
you do when you play offense? The offense 
is responsible for scoring points. This means 
doing your best while trying to move the ball 
forward together as a team to score a basket.

• There’s also DEFENSE: What should you 
do when you play defense? The defense is 
responsible for preventing points from being 
scored. This requires staying with the player 
you are guarding and moving your feet to stay 
in good position to prevent a basket.

• And finally, one of the most important 
attributes is CHRISTLIKENESS: What does it 
mean to be Christlike? Being Christlike means 
to do your best to imitate Jesus in every way – 
through words, attitude and actions. It means 
loving others and following God’s Word in the 
Bible; choosing God over the temptations in 
the world around you.

At each practice, we will stop to have a Mid-
Practice Huddle. We will learn about God and 
learn virtues and Scripture verses together 
throughout the season.

Our team is going to have a great season! Let’s 
pray and then get back to practice.

(Lead the team in short Prayer: as you thank God 
for all the players and a great season ahead.)
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Shooting Skill Development (15 minutes)
When teaching the motor skill movements of 
shooting it is easier for the players to focus on 
those movements if they are not shooting at a 
basket -where they will be focused on the result.

Teach them the age appropriate technique for 
shooting ---Two-hand shooting progressing to 
one-hand shooting.

 » Hands under the ball

 » Elbows in

 » Bent knees

 » Push up with legs and arms

 » Eyes on target

OVER THE GIANT SHOOTING
 1. Have players line up in two single file lines 10 

feet away from a wall.

 2. Have them get into the Ready position and 
then on the coaches’ command have them 
shoot the ball ‘Over the Giant’ (the coach) and 
try to get it to land on the floor before it hits 
the wall.

 3. Repeat this as many times as necessary for 
teaching and time allows.

 4. Add one dribble into ready position and shoot. 

BASKET FORM SHOOTING
1.  Form two single file lines in front of the basket 

(approximately 2 feet in front of the rim) 

2.  First player in each line gets into ready 
position. Coach hands them the ball and they 
go from ready position into the shot. 

3.  Coach rebounds and the shooter goes to the 
end of the line and the next player in line steps 
up into the ready position to become the 
shooter. 

Note: It is acceptable for players to shuffle their 
feet when going from ready position into their 
shot.

Post-Practice Huddle (5 minutes)
 1. Gather players and parents for the huddle.

 2. Review skills learned.

 3. Distribute player boxes and explain the player 
items.

 4. Give each parent a team roster (excluding 
evaluation scores) and ask for a volunteer to 
coordinate a snack schedule for each game 
day.

 5. Remind parents of next practice time.
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